Don’t Tell Me What To Do

Michael Hardcastle

Put the events in the order they happen in the story.

1, 8, 2, 7, 5, 10, 6, 1, 3, 9, 4

Read the sentences and circle true (T) or false (F).

11  F
12  T
13  F
14  T
15  T
16  F
17  T

Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

18  lift
19  crash
20  valuable
21  rest
22  worth
23  truth
24  ring
25  drown

Circle the correct words to complete the sentences.

26  than
27  much
28  more
29  as tall as
30  expensive
31  more
32  small enough
In each sentence there is one mistake. Correct the mistake.

33 'Where are you going?'
34 'Do you live in London?'
35 'I don’t live in London.'
36 'What exactly is your job be?' / 'What exactly is your job be?'
37 'Who are you going to ride for?'
38 'You won’t find a job easily.' / 'You will not find a job easily.'
39 'I’ll give you a thousand pounds.'
40 'I’ll / I will tell you about the job tomorrow.'

Notes: Marking scheme

Mark the Exam Practice section out of 20. Give marks out of 5 for the following:

Task completion: ____ / 5
Accuracy: ____ / 5
Range of vocabulary and grammar: ____ / 5
Cohesion (use of linkers, etc): ____ / 5